First National Technology Solutions

FNTS Adds Automation
and Technology Expert to
Lead Engineering Team
Larry Long has joinedFirst
Technology Solutions
National
(FNTS)

as

Director of
With
more than
20 years
of industry
experience, he brings a track
record of reliable automation
and technology expertisepartto
the Engineering Team. As
of his responsibilities for
oversight of the team, he also
work to develop each
will
engineer
and assist in
implementing best practices.
Long also serves as the
primary liaison for engineering
across
all
customer
organizations at FNTS.
Long will mentor each
engineer
day-to-day
in
operations,
communications
and in providing manager
technical
solutions. As a
of
teams
of more than 25 people
past
roles, and as an
in
experienced lecturer who has
provided training classes on
Linux and general internetbased topics, he has a strong
background
in technical
leadership and possesses a
wealth of knowledge
in
management,
infrastructure
specifically in Linux and Unix
environments.
Engineering.

“Larry has a proven track
record for developing tech
professionals,
increasing
collaboration
crossfunctionally, and overseeing
implementing
and
organization, especially in in
high-pressure situations,” said
Ralph
Wasner,
Chief
Technology Officer for FNTS.
“His expertise in troubleshooting,
developing
automation and improving
efficiencies for enterprise IT
management will be an asset
to the Engineering
Team.”
Long’s past experience
includes operating in a largescale environment of more
than 8,000 Linux systems
and
5,000-plus Windows systems
in a 24/7/365 setting. He’s
assisted organizations in
achieving PCI and HIPPA
compliance, is well-versed in
writing
technical
documentation and processes
and has functioned as a
Change Control Manager. His
previous career experience
technology
includes
operations
and systems
engineering
roles
with
3CInteractive and Motorola.
years
With over 20
in the
managed IT services industry,
First National Technology
Solutions (FNTS) is a leading
provider
flexible,
of
customized hosted and remote
managed
services.
Specializing in best of breed
cloud technology and data
center services,
FN TS is
dedicated to quality personal
service, guaranteed uptime
and custom-built solutions
that fit individual enterprises
today, and align with their
future strategic growth plans.
Built on stability and fueled
by innovation, FNTS partners
with the world’s most
respected
technology
companies including VMware,

EMC, IBM and Microsoft. For
more information about FNTS,

visit http://www.fnts.com
follow us @FirstNatTechSol.

or

